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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new set of speech privacy criteria in terms of Speech Privacy Class (SPC) values. SPC values can be used to specify the required speech privacy for new construction or to assess the speech privacy of existing closed rooms. The ASTM E2638 measurement standard defines SPC as the sum of the measured average noise level at the position of a potential eavesdropper outside the room, and the measured average level difference between a source room average and the transmitted levels at the same location. With a given combination of level difference and ambient noise level, the likelihood of transmitted speech being audible or intelligible can be related to the probability of higher speech levels occurring in the meeting room, based on the statistics of speech levels from a large number of meetings. For a particular SPC, there is a speech level for which transmitted speech would be at the threshold of intelligibility. The probability of higher speech levels occurring is the probability of a speech privacy lapse at that SPC value. A set of increasing SPC values corresponding to increasing speech privacy are proposed and for each SPC value, one can give the probability of transmitted speech being either audible or intelligible. This makes it possible to accurately specify speech privacy criteria for meeting rooms and offices, varying from conditions of quite minimal to extremely high speech privacy, with an associated risk of a speech privacy lapse which is acceptable for each situation.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a new set of criteria for rating the speech privacy of closed rooms. A closed room provides speech privacy when it is difficult for eavesdroppers outside the room to understand or in some cases to even hear speech from the room. The degree of speech privacy can vary from being able to understand some but not all of the words spoken in the room at positions outside the room, to cases where it is very rarely possible to understand any of the words. It is also possible to have even higher privacy where it is difficult, or even impossible, to hear any speech sounds from the adjacent closed room. Very high speech privacy is often referred to as speech security.

Although it is often desirable to have some degree of speech privacy, achieving very high privacy can be costly. Consequently, the amount of speech privacy should be designed to meet the needs of each particular situation. Usually the required degree of speech privacy is determined by how sensitive the information is that is to be discussed in the room.

The likelihood of a speech privacy lapse can be described statistically and for a particular construction can be related to the probability of higher speech levels occurring in the closed room. Where more sensitive information is to be discussed, higher privacy is required to minimize the risk of the loss of more critical information.

In this paper, a set of speech privacy criteria is described that makes it possible to match the probability of a privacy lapse to the severity of the consequences of the loss of information in each situation.

2. SPEECH PRIVACY BASICS

The intelligibility of speech decreases with decreasing speech-to-noise ratios at the position of the listener. Thus constructions that better attenuate the transmission of speech sounds will lead to reduced signal-to-noise ratios at positions of potential eavesdroppers and hence to increased speech privacy. The question is how to weight the importance of the attenuation of speech sounds and the
resulting signal-to-noise ratios as a function of frequency. There are many different ways to combine the influence of different frequencies in calculating signal-to-noise ratios, but our research [1] has shown that values of uniform-weighted, frequency-averaged, signal-to-noise ratios over speech frequencies (SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32}) best predict the audibility and intelligibility of speech transmitted through various walls. SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} at the position of the listener is given by,

\[
\text{SNR}_{\text{uni\_32}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{f=160}^{8000} \left( L_{s}(f) - L_{n}(f) \right)_{32}
\]

Where in each 1/6-octave band centred at frequency \( f \),
- \( L_{s} \) = transmitted speech level,
- \( L_{n} \) = ambient noise level,
- -32 indicates that all \( \{ L_{s}(f) - L_{n}(f) \} \) differences are clipped to never be less than -32, at which point speech would be inaudible.

Figure 1 illustrates a plot of average speech intelligibility scores (over 19 listeners) versus SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} values from the previous work [1]. The previous work also found SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} values corresponding to the thresholds of audibility and of intelligibility of transmitted speech sounds which are given in Table 1. These are the SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} values at which 50\% of a panel of attentive listeners could just detect speech sounds or could just understand at least one word of short low predictability test sentences. These threshold values can be used to set design goals for particular situations.

![Figure 1. Mean speech intelligibility scores versus SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} values for speech sounds modified to simulate transmission through walls, \( R^2 = 0.750, n=500 \) [1].](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNR\textsubscript{uni_32}</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-16 dB</td>
<td>Intelligibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-22 dB</td>
<td>Audibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Thresholds of Intelligibility and of Audibility of transmitted speech sounds [1].

Subsequent work showed that although the threshold of audibility was not affected, reflected sounds in rooms could affect the threshold of intelligibility [2]. However, these effects would not be significant for most meeting room type spaces with reverberation times of no more than about 0.5 s. In more reverberant situations, the threshold of intelligibility can be increased a few dB.

In earlier speech privacy studies, the Articulation Index (AI) was used to rate the speech privacy of closed rooms [3]. Recently various speech privacy measures were compared [4], and the comparison of AI and SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} values is shown in Figure 2. These results suggest Confidential Privacy (AI \( \leq 0.05 \)) is equivalent to an SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} value of about -14 dB. This would approximate the threshold of intelligibility in a slightly reverberant environment [2]. This illustrates agreement between the old and the new approaches for rating speech privacy. However, Figure 2 also illustrates the limitation of AI values in that they approach asymptotically to 0 for low values indicative of high speech privacy. That is, AI values do not differentiate well among cases of high privacy and cannot be used to describe very high privacy where AI would be essentially zero.

![Figure 2. Plot of AI values versus SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} values for data from 3 previous studies. The horizontal solid and dash-dot lines indicate the confidential (AI = 0.05) and acceptable (AI = 0.15) speech privacy criteria respectively [4].](image)

Acceptable privacy in Figure 2 refers to acceptable conditions in open plan offices [5,6].

3. ASTM E2638 Measurement Standard

To evaluate the speech privacy of a room we need to be able to estimate SNR\textsubscript{uni\_32} values at locations outside the room. A new procedure has been developed to do this and is described in the ASTM E2638 measurement standard [7]. The standard describes how to measure sound transmission from room average levels in the closed room to point receiver positions, usually 0.25 m from the outside of the room, in terms of frequency-averaged level differences (LD(avg)). Ambient noise levels are also measured at the same points outside the room in terms of frequency-averaged noise levels (Ln(avg)). In both cases ‘(avg)’
indicates an arithmetic average over the speech frequency $\frac{1}{2}$-octave band levels from 160 to 5000 Hz inclusive.

The speech privacy of a closed room will increase as either $LD(\text{avg})$ or $Ln(\text{avg})$ increases. The sum of these two quantities is defined as the Speech Privacy Class (SPC) which can be used to rate the speech privacy of closed rooms.

$$SPC = LD(\text{avg}) + Ln(\text{avg})$$

Conventional sound transmission measurements between rooms (e.g. ASTM E336, ISO140 Part V) assume diffuse sound fields in both spaces and measure the average transmission characteristics of the separating partition. Conventional transmission loss tests (illustrated in the upper part of Figure 3) are based on the measurement of room average levels in both adjacent spaces.

The new ASTM E2638 procedure measures level differences from room average levels in the source room to spot receiver positions, usually 0.25 m from the outside of the meeting room (see lower part of Figure 3). A room average source level is used to represent the possibility of the talker being at any point in the meeting room. This is achieved by measuring average test sound levels in the room using a combination of multiple source and microphone positions.

**Figure 3.** Comparison of ASTM E2638 method (lower) to that of conventional sound transmission measurements (upper). In both cases room average levels are measured in the source room (Room A). Although room average levels are also measured in the receiving space for conventional transmission tests (upper), the received levels are measured at spot receiver positions usually 0.25 m from the separating wall for the ASTM E2638 procedure (lower).

Information to describe the statistics of speech levels in meetings was obtained by placing data loggers around the periphery of meeting rooms for 24 hour periods. The data loggers recorded 10 s $L_{eq}$ values throughout 24 hour periods. The 10 s $L_{eq}$ values recorded during meetings were used to investigate speech levels in meeting rooms [8]. Table 2 gives a summary of the meetings and rooms measured. Few systematic effects of the variations in speech levels with the properties of the rooms and their occupants were found.

In rooms with sound reinforcement systems, average levels were only about 2 dB higher than in rooms without sound amplification. The effect of sound reinforcement systems was minimal because speech levels were measured around the periphery of the rooms to represent speech levels incident on the room boundaries. This suggests that the sound reinforcement systems were adjusted to provide levels, at more distant locations in the larger rooms, that were similar to the speech levels found in smaller rooms without sound amplification.

Spot receiver positions in the adjacent space 0.25 m from the wall represent a worst case scenario for speech privacy where an eavesdropper would be most effective if positioned close to the outside of the room. The ASTM E2638 procedure does not assume a diffuse field in the receiving space and produces measured level differences that will vary from one point to another to indicate the likely variations in the speech privacy of the room boundary. The measurements at spot receiver positions close to the outer wall of the room are little influenced by the acoustical properties of the adjacent space making it possible to measure into almost any adjacent space.

### 4. Speech Level Statistics and the Probability of a Speech Privacy Lapse

For a given situation (i.e. for a particular combination of $LD(\text{avg})$ and $Ln(\text{avg})$ values), the likelihood of a speech privacy problem is related to the probability of higher speech levels occurring in the meeting room. If we can describe the statistical distribution of speech levels in typical meetings and meeting rooms, we can determine the probability of a speech privacy lapse in terms of the likelihood of speech levels exceeding either the threshold of audibility or the threshold of intelligibility at receiver positions in an adjacent space.

In rooms with sound reinforcement systems, average levels were only about 2 dB higher than in rooms without sound amplification. The effect of sound reinforcement systems was minimal because speech levels were measured around the periphery of the rooms to represent speech levels incident on the room boundaries. This suggests that the sound reinforcement systems were adjusted to provide levels, at more distant locations in the larger rooms, that were similar to the speech levels found in smaller rooms without sound amplification.

Spot receiver positions in the adjacent space 0.25 m from the wall represent a worst case scenario for speech privacy where an eavesdropper would be most effective if positioned close to the outside of the room. The ASTM E2638 procedure does not assume a diffuse field in the receiving space and produces measured level differences that will vary from one point to another to indicate the likely variations in the speech privacy of the room boundary. The measurements at spot receiver positions close to the outer wall of the room are little influenced by the acoustical
properties of the adjacent space making it possible to measure into almost any adjacent space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting and room parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of meeting room cases measured</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of meetings measured</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of people in each meeting</td>
<td>2 to 300 people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of room volumes</td>
<td>39 to 16,000 m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of room floor areas</td>
<td>15 to 570 m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2. Summary of meetings and meeting rooms measured (includes 30 different rooms, 2 of which were measured with and without sound amplification systems).*

Average meeting speech levels were found to increase systematically with ambient noise levels. Ambient noise levels were measured in terms of L_{eq} values when the rooms were unoccupied and as L_{90} values when the rooms were occupied. The two approaches gave very similar values [8]. The plot of increasing speech levels with increasing ambient noise levels (in terms of L_{eq} values in this case) in Figure 4 is an example of the Lombard effect [9]. Low ambient noise levels in meeting rooms are important for good intelligibility in the room, but also so that speech levels are lower and less likely to cause speech privacy problems at points outside the room. This is a very important result indicating why it is so important to have very low ambient levels in meeting rooms. Consequently the practice of adding masking sound to meeting rooms is particularly problematic because it will decrease speech intelligibility within the room and decrease speech privacy to positions outside the room.

The statistical characteristics of speech levels in meeting rooms were determined by creating a cumulative probability distribution plot of the 10 s L_{eq} values of speech levels during all meetings. The distribution of all 110 773 L_{eq} values is shown in Figure 5.

From the probabilities of the occurrence of various speech levels in Figure 5, one can calculate the corresponding average time interval between occurrences of particular speech levels taking into account the 10 s duration of each L_{eq} measurement of speech levels. Each probability indicates the frequency of occurrence of all speech levels up to and including the corresponding speech level on the x-axis. For example, a 90% probability corresponds to a speech level of 64.5 dBA, indicating that 90% of the time 10 s speech L_{eq} values would be no higher than 64.5 dBA. Hence, 10% of the time this speech level would be exceeded. There are 360 intervals of 10 s duration in one hour and this would correspond to speech levels exceeding 64.5 dB in 36 of them. On average there would be a 60 min / 36 = 1.67 minute interval between times when the 64.5 dBA speech level is exceeded.

5. Speech Privacy Class (SPC) Criteria

Speech privacy criteria can be given in terms of Speech Privacy Class (SPC) values (equation (2)). For each SPC value the probability of transmitted speech exceeding either the threshold of audibility or the threshold of intelligibility can be determined to describe the related likelihood of a privacy lapse. The audibility or intelligibility of speech can be related to the uniformly-weighted, frequency-averaged, signal-to-noise ratios (SNR_{mi32}), defined in equation (1). Table 1 gives SNR_{mi32} Values for the thresholds of audibility and intelligibility of transmitted speech.

First we re-write equation (1) by replacing L_{t}(f) (the transmitted speech level) by, L_{eq}(f)-LD(f), (the source room speech level less the measured level difference from the

---

**Figure 4.** Meeting-average speech levels (L_{eq}) versus ambient noise levels in the meeting rooms (L_{90}). The solid diagonal line shows situations with a +10 dB speech-to-noise ratio and the dash-dotted line shows the more ideal conditions for good intelligibility of a +15 dB speech-to-noise ratio [8].

**Figure 5.** Cumulative probability distribution of 10 s speech L_{eq} values for the combined data from 79 meetings. The labels on the horizontal dashed lines (1/minute to 1/week) indicate the frequency of occurrence of the particular 10 s speech L_{eq} values.
average level in the room to the level at a receiver outside the room).

\[
\text{SNR}_{\text{uni}32} = \frac{1}{\text{16}} \sum_{\text{oct} = 0}^{9} \{L_p(f) - LD(f) - L_p(f)\}_{-32}
\]  

(3)

If we assume that the -32 dB clipping of the quantity in the curly brackets is usually not very important and can be neglected, then equation (3) can be simplified to equation (4).

\[
\text{SNR}_{\text{uni}32} \approx L_p(\text{avg}) - LD(\text{avg}) - L_p(\text{avg})
\]  

(4)

In equation (4) \(\text{avg}\) indicates arithmetic averaging of the \(\frac{1}{3}\)-octave band values over the speech frequencies from 160 to 5000 Hz inclusive. This can be rearranged to the following.

\[
LD(\text{avg}) + L_p(\text{avg}) \approx L_p - \text{SNR}_{\text{uni}32}
\]  

(5)

Finally, we usually want to design so that conditions meet or are below the threshold of intelligibility. From Table 1, this corresponds to an SNR\(_{\text{uni}32}\) of -16 dB or lower. The left side of equation (5), \((LD(\text{avg}) + L_p(\text{avg}))\) is the Speech Privacy Class (SPC). Substituting SNR\(_{\text{uni}32}\) = -16, we then have,

\[
L_p \leq \text{SPC} - 16
\]  

(6)

This tells us that for each situation (i.e. SPC value) there is a corresponding meeting room speech level that when exceeded will lead to intelligible speech at points immediately outside the room. Lower speech levels would not be expected to be intelligible at points outside the room. If the corresponding meeting room speech level in equation (6) is quite high, it will not occur very often and the room will have a reasonably high degree of speech privacy. Using Figure 5 we can say how often a particular speech level will occur and hence from equation (6) and knowledge of the SPC value, we can say how often speech transmitted from the room is likely to be intelligible. We could alternatively use the more stringent criterion for the threshold of audibility (SNR\(_{\text{uni}32}\) = -22 dB) and describe how often speech from the room would be just audible to an eavesdropper even though not intelligible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPC</th>
<th>Time between intelligibility lapses</th>
<th>Time between audibility lapses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.32 min</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.76 min</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.87 min</td>
<td>0.62 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>18.03 min</td>
<td>2.09 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.28 hours</td>
<td>12.54 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>15.30 hours</td>
<td>1.53 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.22 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary of expected average time intervals between intelligibility and audibility lapses for Speech Privacy Class, SPC, values from 60 to 90.

Average expected intervals between intelligibility and audibility lapses were calculated for a range of SPC values [8] and are included in Table 3. To help the reader estimate other intervals between various speech levels occurring, Figure 5 includes horizontal dashed lines to indicate various reference intervals (e.g. 1/minute to 1/week).

6. SPC VALUES AND THEIR APPLICATION

Using the procedure described above, the risks of exceeding the thresholds of audibility and of intelligibility were determined for a range of SPC values. These are given for 5 different SPC values at 5 point intervals in Table 4. How often transmitted speech would be audible or intelligible is described in words that are explained in the legend below the table. It is seen that the 5 SPC values correspond to a wide range of conditions from quite minimal speech privacy to extremely high speech privacy.

In practice the 3 SPC values 75, 80 and 85 are probably of most practical use for closed rooms. Values of 90 and higher would correspond to essentially inaudible speech and values of 70 and lower would suggest very little privacy for a closed room. The 5 point SPC intervals represent a suitable perceptually small but significant interval.

Speech privacy criteria would usually be determined by the most sensitive type of information to be discussed in the room. Proposed speech security criteria for use in Canadian federal government buildings would specify minimum SPC values of 75, 80 and 85 for rooms where Protected, Secret and Top Secret information is to be discussed respectively. For more sensitive information, unique analyses would be required for each case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SPC</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimal speech privacy</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Frequently intelligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech privacy</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Occasionally intelligible, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>frequently audible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech security</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Very rarely intelligible, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>occasionally audible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High speech security</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Essentially not intelligible, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>very rarely audible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high speech security</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Un intelligible and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>essentially inaudible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequently:</th>
<th>about 1 per 2 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally:</td>
<td>about 1 per 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very rarely:</td>
<td>about 4 per 8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essentially not:</td>
<td>about 1 per 16 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Speech Privacy Categories (SPC) and the related risk of speech being audible or intelligible.

To rate the privacy of existing rooms one can measure LD(avg) and L_p(avg) to determine the SPC of the room at particular locations [10]. The resulting SPC value can be interpreted in terms of the SPC categories in Table 4.
7. Designing to Achieve a Specific SPC Rating

This section describes how one can design to achieve specific SPC ratings from TL(avg) values and lowest likely Ln(\text{avg}) values. Table 5 shows how the intermediate levels of privacy (SPC = 75, 80 and 85) relate to combinations of LD(avg) and Ln(avg). The three columns to the left of Table 5 give results for 3 different ambient noise levels referred to as “very quiet”, “quiet” and “moderate noise”. Ambient noise levels are given in terms of Ln(\text{avg}) values and are also converted to approximate A-weighted levels (L_{\text{A}}(\text{avg})). The conversion assumed a neutral noise spectrum decreasing at 5 dB per octave with increasing frequency. Below the ambient noise levels in Table 5, there are 3 rows of TL(avg) values (i.e. frequency-averaged transmission loss values). These have been empirically related to LD(avg) values [11].

\[ TL(\text{avg}) \approx LD(\text{avg}) - 1 \tag{7} \]

This relationship makes it possible to estimate the sound isolation of particular building elements from laboratory sound transmission loss test results. Finally, to the right of the TL(avg) values are the SPC values corresponding to the combination of the Ln(\text{avg}) values and the corresponding TL(avg) values in each row (as per equation (7)).

The highlighted cells in Table 5 show the values of Ln(\text{avg}) = 24 dB and an as-built TL(avg) = 55 combining to give an SPC = 80 which provides a high degree of speech privacy described as “Speech security”. In Table 4 this SPC value is described as corresponding to conditions where transmitted speech would be “Very rarely intelligible, and occasionally audible”. From an analysis of the relationship between TL(avg) and STC values obtained from laboratory measurements of wood and light weight steel stud wall constructions, TL(avg) = 55 is approximately equal to an STC rating of 51. However, this is only a very approximate relationship, and the STC values are included in Table 5 only to help readers relate to the new TL(avg) values. These results suggest that with an as-built SPC rating of 80, quite high speech privacy can be achieved using relatively common constructions.

Of course the degree of speech privacy is also influenced by the ambient noise levels at the receiver position. In the above example a little higher noise level could provide very high speech privacy, but much quieter conditions would make it very difficult to achieve high speech privacy.

For existing buildings it is usually possible to measure the actual ambient noise levels in spaces adjacent to meeting rooms. Such measurements should be over a long enough time interval to be able to indicate the lowest likely ambient levels when the room is in use. When lowest likely ambient noise levels cannot be measured, we can estimate them from previous measurements of noise levels in spaces adjacent to meeting rooms over 24 hour periods. When the lowest likely ambient noise level is taken to be the lowest 1 percentile level, the values shown in Table 6 were found for the day, evening and night periods [12].

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Ambient noise levels} & \text{Very quiet} & \text{Quiet} & \text{Moderate noise} \\
\hline
\text{LD(avg) - 1} & 14 & 24 & 34 \\
\text{Ln(avg)} & 25 & 35 & 45 \\
\hline
\text{SPC} & \varphi L_{\text{A}}(\text{avg}) & \varphi L_{\text{A}}(\text{avg}) & \varphi L_{\text{A}}(\text{avg}) \\
\hline
\text{Speech privacy} & 60 & 50 & 40 \\
\text{Speech security} & 65 & 55 & 45 \\
\text{High speech security} & 70 & 60 & 50 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 5. Combinations of TL(avg) and Ln(avg) for some SPC values of 75, 80 and 85.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Period} & \text{Level, dBA} & \text{Level, Ln(\text{avg})} \\
\hline
\text{Day (8:00 to 17:00)} & 35 & 24 \\
\text{Evening (17:00 to 24:00)} & 30 & 19 \\
\text{Night (24:00 to 8:00)} & 25 & 14 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 6. Estimates of lowest likely ambient noise levels in spaces adjacent to meeting rooms for 3 different time-of-day periods [12].

8. Why Not Use STC Ratings?

The SNR_{\text{uni32}} measure was developed from listening tests in which subjects rated the audibility and intelligibility of speech modified to represent transmission through walls [1]. Equations (3), (4) and (5) show that this leads to the recommendation to use LD(avg) values to rate the attenuation of speech sounds from meeting rooms to adjacent spaces. Equation (7) shows the approximate conversion from LD(avg) values to TL(avg) making it possible to predict privacy at the design stage. The success of the TL(avg) measure can be confirmed from the results of a second series of listening tests in which the speech was modified to simulate transmission through 20 different walls [13]. The walls included STC ratings from 34 to 58 representing a wide range of sound insulation conditions. In the experiment, ambient noise levels were held constant and the only source of variation was the varied transmission loss, TL(f), of the 20 simulated walls. With noise levels, L_{\text{r}}(\text{avg}), and speech source levels, L_{\text{sp}}(\text{avg}), held constant, equation (5) indicates that variations in transmitted speech levels are related only to LD(avg) values and consequently, according to equation (7), also to TL(avg) values.

Figures 6 and 7, from the results of [13], compare how well speech intelligibility scores were related to STC and TL(avg) values. Figure 6 shows that the intelligibility of transmitted speech was not well related to the STC ratings of the walls (R^2 = 0.510). By comparison, Figure 7 shows...
that the same speech intelligibility scores were much better predicted by TL(avg) values ($R^2 = 0.853$).

TL(avg) values are more accurate predictors of the assessed speech privacy provided by a wall. Using STC values to predict speech privacy could easily lead to costly overdesign of the sound attenuating properties of the wall, or perhaps to even more costly outcomes due to failure to achieve adequate speech privacy.

When TL(avg) values were plotted versus STC values for 74 types of stud walls, the resulting plot in Figure 8 shows a statistically significant relationship ($R^2 = 0.720, n = 74$) but with substantial scatter (RMS variation in TL(avg) values about the mean trend of $\pm 3.05 \, \text{dB}$). That is, for a given STC value there is a substantial range of possible TL(avg) values.

One can similarly more accurately assess speech privacy using ambient noise levels in terms of $L_n(\text{avg})$ values rather than A-weighted ambient noise levels. In previous research, $[1,13]$ A-weighted signal-to-noise ratios have been found to be much less accurate predictors of the intelligibility of speech than $\text{SNR}_{n(\text{avg})}$ values based on $L_n(\text{avg})$ values.

**9. Conclusions**

The new SPC values provide a uniform system for rating all categories of speech privacy from very minimal privacy to extremely high speech security. SPC values can be measured to evaluate existing facilities or can be predicted for new facilities from laboratory tests of building elements. Of course to accurately predict the sound transmission from a meeting room to adjacent spaces in a real building, all sound paths must be considered. Flanking sound transmission via paths such as a common floor slab can severely limit the maximum possible sound isolation of a meeting room.

Although the procedures were developed for rating the speech privacy of meeting rooms, they could also be applied to other situations such as in health care facilities where speech privacy is often desired. To describe the risk of privacy problems in other situations such as health care facilities, it would be necessary to assess the probability of various speech levels occurring in those environments.
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